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Abstract: At the present a day's Data mining has a lot of e-Commerce applications. The key problem is how to find useful
hidden patterns for better business applications in the retail sector. For the solution of these problems, The Apriori
algorithm is one of the most popular data mining approach for finding frequent item sets from a transaction dataset and
derive association rules. Rules are the discovered knowledge from the data base. Finding frequent item set (item sets with
frequency larger than or equal to a user specified minimum support) is not trivial because of its combinatorial explosion.
Once frequent item sets are obtained, it is straightforward to generate association rules with confidence larger than or equal
to a user specified minimum confidence. The paper illustrating apriori algorithm on simulated database and finds the
association rules on different confidence value.
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significance in decision making and it has become an
I. INTRODUCTION
essential component in various industries [3][ 7][ 5]. the
field of data mining have been prospered and posed into
Today retailer is facing dynamic and competitive
new areas such as manufacturing, insurance, medicine,
environment on global platform and competitiveness retail etc [3][2][4][6]. Hence, this paper reviews the various
retailers are seeking better market campaign [i]. Retailer are trends of data mining and its relative applications from past
collecting large amount of customer daily transaction
to present and discusses how effectively can be used for
details. This data collection requires proper mechanisms to
targeting profitable customers in campaigns.
convert it into knowledge, using this knowledge retailer can
make better business decision. Retail industry is looking
II. RELATED WORK
strategy where they can target right customers who may be
profitable to their business. Data mining is the extraction of
Association rule mining is interested in finding frequent
hidden predictive information from very large databases. It rules that define relations between unelated frequent items
is a powerful technology with great potential to help in databases, and it has two main measurements: support
organizations focus on the most important information in and confidence values. the frequent item sets is defined as
their data warehouses [2] [4] [6]. Data mining tools predict the item set that have support value greater than or equal to
future trends and behaviours, helps organizations to make a minimum threshold support value, and frequent rules as
proactive knowledge-driven decisions [7] [5]. The the rules that have confidence value greater than or equal to
automated, prospective analyses offered by data mining minimum threshold confidence value. These threshold
move beyond the analyses of past events provided by values are traditionally assumed to be available for mining
retrospective tools typical of decision support systems. frequent item sets. Association rule mining is all about
Data mining tools have the answer of this question. Those finding all rules whose support and confidence exceed the
traditionally methods were lot of time consuming to resolve threshold, minimum support and minimum confidence
the problems or decision making for profitable business. values.
Data mining prepare databases for finding hidden patterns,
Association rule mining proceeds on two main steps.
finding predictive information that experts may miss The first step is to find all item sets with adequate supports
Because it lies outside their expectations. from the last and the second step is to generate association rules by
decade data mining have got a rich focus due to its combining these frequent or large item-sets [8] [9][lO].In
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the traditional association rules mining [11][12], minimum transactions in one record per transaction. The transaction
support threshold and minimum confidence threshold is represented by a data Tuple.
values are assumed to be available for mining frequent TRANSACTION DATA
itemsets, which is hard to be set without specific TRANSACTION
DATA
knowledge; users have difficulties in setting the support
threshold to obtain their required results. Setting the TXl
Shoes, Socks, Tie
support threshold too large, would produce only a small TX2
Shoes, Socks, Tie, Belt,
number of rules or even no rules to conclude. In that case, a
Shirt
smaller threshold value should be guessed (imposed) to do TX3
Shoes, Tie
the mining again, which may or may not give a better TX4
Shoes, Socks, Belt
result, as by setting the threshold too small, too many TABLE 1.
results would be produced for the users, too many results Socks ----Tie>
would require not only very long time for computation but Sock is the rule antecedent
also for screening these rules. That would explain the need Tie is the rule consequent
to develop an algorithm to generate a minimum support, Support and Confidence: Any given association rule has
and minimum confidence values depending on the datasets a support level and a confidence level.
in the databases.
Support it the percentage of the population which satisfies
To use association rule mining without support the rule or in the other words the support for a rule R is the
threshold [13][14][15][16], another constraint such as ratio of the number of occurrence of R, given all
similarity or confidence pruning is usually introduced. occurrences of all rules. The support of an association
However, the coincidental itemset problem had not been pattern is the percentage of task - relevant data transactions
directly considered by any of these researches. There are for which the pattern is true.
some researches that are relevant to the coincidental Support (A ----B)>= P (A U B)
(1)
itemset problem, and proposed an additional measure [17]
The transaction table given above is showing the item
in order to improve the support- confidence framework.
sets Purchased by the customer in a period of time. The
support for the item sets Bread and noodles means a
III.DESIGN
customer who purchased bread also purchased the noodles
Data mining concepts:
is given below. The support for ten transactions where
Associations and item-sets: It is denoted as
bread and noodles occur together is two.
A---->B
Support for {Bread, Noodles} = 20/10 0= 0.20.
If A is true then B will also true. Example: If
This means the association of data set or item set, the
Deepavali comes, the sales of fireworks go up.
bread and butter brought together with 20 percent support.
A= Deepavali (The festival of light in India) Week.
Confidence for Bread ----Noodles> = 2/8 = 0.25
B= sales of fireworks go up.
This means that a customer who buy bread then there
Using this association rule can predict that if A is true then is a confidence of 25 percent that it also buy butter.
B also true.
Mining for frequent item-sets
For any rule if A ---->B ----A,then>B----Aand>B are called
an "interesting item-set"
Example:
IV. METHODOLOGY
People buying shoes also buy socks.
Mining for frequent item-sets: To mining the frequent
People buying shocks also buy shoes.
item we use following Improved Apriori algorithm.
Sales Transaction Table: From the basket analysis of the The Improved Apriori Algorithm: Improved Apriori is a
set of products in a single transaction. Discovering for seminal algorithm for finding frequent item-sets using
example, that a customer who buys shoes is likely to buy candidate generation [18]. Mining for association among
socks Shoes ----Socks>
items in a large database of sales transaction is an important
Transactional Database: The set of all sales transactions database mining function.
is called the population. The representation of the Given minimum required support s as interestingness
criterion:
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1. Search for all individual elements (I-element item-set)
that have a minimum support of s.
2. 2.Repeat:l. From the results of the previous search for ielement item-set, search for all i+ 1 element
item- Sets that have a minimum support of itemset.
2. This becomes the set of all frequent (i+ 1) itemSets that are interesting
3.Until item-set size reaches maximum. By using the
consumer database given in table no.2
Let's illustrate the process of Apriori with an example, let
takes the consumer database which is showing the number
of item- sets purchased by the consumers from a bakery
shop.
Let Minimum support is 0.3.
Single item like bread, butter etc. in the given database
every item occurs three of more time than the minimum
support or minimum support threshold value is 0.3. Now
focus on interestingness of the single item-sets, so database
contains many items like bread, butter, milk etc
So interestingness 1- element item-sets
{Bread}, {Butter}, {milk}, {ice-cream}, {noodles}
Step 1
Cl
Item
support
Bread
0.8
Butter
0.7
Ice-Cream
0.5
Milk
0.5
Noodles
0.5
L1
item
support
Bread
0.8
Butter
0.7
Ice-Cream
0.5
Milk
0.5
Noodles
0.5
In the step 1 no Item thrown away because Its support
values are greater than minimum support values.
Now the support for two element item- sets.
Interestingness 2-element item-sets
{Bread,
Butter},
{Bread,
Milk},
{Bread,noodles},{Bread,icecream},
{Butter,Milk},
{Butter,noodles}, {Noodles, ice-cream}
C2
L2
C2

item

setssupport

{Bread,Butter,Milk}
{Bread,Milk,lee-cream}
{Bread,Butter,ice-cream}
{Butter,Milk,Noodles}
{Bread"Milk,noodles}
{Noodles,ice-cream,Bread}
item
setssupport

0.3
0.1
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.2

{Bread,Butter}

0.5

{Bread,Milk}

0.4

{Bread,noodles}

0.2

{Bread,icecream}
Butter,Milk}

0.3

{Butter,noodles}

0.3

{Noodles,
cream}

0.3

0.4

ice-

L2
item
{Bread,Butter}
{Bread,Milk}
{Bread,ice-cream}
Butter,Milk}
{Butter,noodles}
{Noodles, ice-cream}

setssupport
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.4
0.3
0.3

Here {Bread, Noodles} Item-set thrown away because its
support value is less then minimum support.
Interestingness 3-element item-sets
C3
L3
C3
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L3
item-sets
{Bread,Butter,Milk}

support

•

At each iteration divide each frequent item-set X into
two parts antecedent (LHS) and consequent (RHS)
this represents a rule of the form LHS?RHS.

•

The confidence of such a rule is support(X) /
support(LHS)

0.3

Here only one item-sets which satisfy the minimum support
value. So after three iteration, only one item-set filtered.
{Bread, Butter, Milk}
Item-sets showing that at least three customer buy
Bread, Butter and Milk together, its minimum support value
which is 0.3.the main advantage of the improved apriori
algorithm is that it only takes data from precious iteration
not from the whole data. If in the previous iteration some
item-sets thrown away just because they are not satisfying
the minimum support.Every iteration gives new item-sets
which follow the minimum support. After filtering,
algorithm gives the maximum number of item-sets which is
repeated maximum time. In the above example three
customers purchasing the three item-sets together this is
Bread, Butter and Milk.
So in the retail sector, finding the behavior of a customer is a
profitable approach for finding the tendency of a customer.
If a customer X frequently comes in a bakery then data
mining can predict the purchasing tendency of the customer
X on the basis of its previous records. Data mining can
predict that if customers X buying Bread and Butter then he
is likely to buy Milk also. So it the main task of the
improved apriori algorithm is that it can find the hidden
pattern in the data base.
Mining for association rules:
Association rules are the form
A----->B
This implies that if a customer purchase item A then he also
purchase item B. For the association rule mining two
threshold values are required. As given in the design part.
• Minimum support

•

Discard all rules whose confidence is less than
minimum confidence
The frequent item-sets are {Bread, Butter, Milk} with
support is 0.3. There is the generation of the frequent itemset of size three. These item- sets can be divided in to some
rules which is given below
{Bread}? {Butter, Milk}
{Bread, Butter} ? {Milk}
{Bread, Milk} ?{Butter}
{Butter}? {Bread, Milk}
{Butter, Milk}? {Bread}
{Milk}?{Bread, Butter}
(2) Now generate the idea of the improved apriori
algorithms for generating rules for three item-sets which are
frequently used the association rules for three item-sets like
Bread, Butter and Milk which holds the minimum support
30 percent. The set of item- set Bread, Butter and Milk can
be represented in the different forms of rules. Every rule has
a certain confidence. Equation calculates the confidence for
each rule. So the confidence of each rule is given in table 3.
TABLE Ill.
ASSOCIATION RULES FOR FREQUENT ITEM-SETS
Rule
Confidence(%)
{Bread}-+{Butter, Milk}
37

{Bread,Butter}-+{Milk}
60
Bread, Milk}-+{Butter}
75
• Minimum confidence
{Butter}-+{Bread, Milk}
42
The ordering of the items is not important. a {Butter, Milk}-+{Bread}
75
customer can purchase item in any order means if he {Milk}-+{Bread, Butter}
75
purchased Milk first then Butter and after purchasing both
he can buy Bread or after buying Bread he can purchase If the mlTIlmUm confidence threshold IS 70 percentages
Milk and Butter. But in the association rules the direction is thendiscovered rules are
important.
{Bread, Milk} � {Butter}
If A-B is different from B-A
There is general procedure for defining the mining {Butter, Milk}� {Bread}
association rules using Improved Apriori algorithm.
{Milk}� {Bread, Butter}
• Use apriori to generate frequent item-sets of different Because the confidence value of these rules are greater than
sizes
minimum confidence threshold value which is 70 percent.
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So in the simple language if a customer buy Bread and Milk
he is likely to buy Butter. A customer buy Butter and Milk is
likely to Bread. A customer buy Milk is likely to buy Bread
and Butter. Suppose changing the value of the minimum
confidence means average of all rules as the minimum
confidence value is 60. This value adds a rule which is
{Bread, Butter} � {Milk}
So association rules which frequently used and follow
the minimum confidence. So the research part of this paper
is this by changing the value of minimum confidence, gives
different association rules. The value of minimum
confidence is high then rules filtered more accurately.
IV. RESULTS ANALYSIS
The implementation of the traditional Apriori algorithm
and proposed Apriori algorithm is performed in previous
section. This section provides the comparative performance
study and results evaluation of the proposed algorithm.
A. Memory Usage
The amount of main memory required to perform data
analysis using the algorithm is termed here as memory
usages or space complexity. The estimated comparative
memory consumption of the implemented algorithm is
reported using figure 1 and table 1.
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The memory consumption or space complexity of
the implemented algorithms namely proposed and red line
shows the performance of improved A priori and traditional
algorithm is denoted using blue line. In most of the
experiments the performance of algorithms are fluctuating
but it remains adoptable for data analysis in both the cases.
In experimentations size of data is increases and their
memory consumption is evaluated. During the
experimentations that is observed if the number of candidate
set generation is large then the memory requirement is
higher and otherwise it remains fixed not much fluctuating.
Traditional A priori algorithm is reported using the
figure 1.In this diagram the X axis contains different
experiments performed with system and Y axis shows
amount of main memory consumed in terms of KB
(kilobytes). Additionally to represent the performance of
algorithms
B. Time Consumption
The amount of time consumed for developing the A
priori based association rules using the input datasets is
termed here as the time consumption of algorithm or time
complexity. The time consumption of the implemented
algorithms is reported using the figure 2 and table 2. In this
figure X axis shows the different experiments performed
with the system and the Y axis shows the amount of time
consumed for developing the association rules in terms of
seconds. According to the given performance the
implemented algorithms proposed .Apriori algorithm
consumes less amount of time as compared to the traditional
Apriori. But the time consumption is increases as the amount
of data for association rule development is increases.
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C. Transaction Vs. Rules
In order to represent the effectiveness of the proposed
technique the comparison of both the implemented
algorithms is performed which number of input transactions
and developed association rules in both the conditions. The
performed experimentation and their results are provided
using figure 3 and table 3.
In this diagram the number of input transactions are given
in X axis and the number of generated rules are provided in
Y axis. To shows the performance red line shows the
performance of proposed technique and blue line shows the
performance of traditional Apriori algorithm. In most of the
time similar numbers of rules are generated with the less
amount of time as compared to the traditional algorithm. The
obtained observational results are also demonstrated the
proposed technique provides high quality rules as compared
to traditional approach

V.CONCLUSIONS
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This paper is an attempt to use data mining as a tool used to
find the hidden pattern of the frequently used item-sets. An
Apriori Algorithm may play an important role for finding
these patterns from large databases so that various sectors
can make better business decisions especially in the retail
sector. Apriori algorithm may find the tendency of a
customer on the basis of frequently purchased item-sets.
There are wide range of industries have deployed successful
applications of data mining. Data mining in retail industry
can be deployed for market campaigns, to target profitable
customers using reward based points. The retail industry will
gain, sustain and will be more successful in this competitive
market if adopted data mining technology for market
campaigns.
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